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Decal Placement Guide
1967 Lotus 49

1  Nose roundel - used on all cars, all races

2 Side roundel - used Great Britain (#6), Italy (#22), Canada 
(#4), United States (#5 & 6), Mexico (#6), South Africa 
1968 (#4 & 5)

3 Side roundel - used Holland (#5 & 6), Belgium (#21 & 22), 
France (#6 & 7), Great Britain (#5), Germany (#3 & 4), 
Canada (#3), Italy (#20)

4  Lotus Ford - goes on the front of the nose on the yellow.

5 This goes on the water pipe on the left side of the car - 
lines up with #2 or #3.

6	 Cockpit	sides	underlay	-	apply	this	piece	first!	then	after	it	
is dry, apply #7 directly on top - this is critical to bring out 
the color of the silk screened yellow. 

7 Cockpit sides overlay - must be applied on top of #6

8 Lotus logo underlay - apply this slightly above decal #4, 
then apply decal #9 on top of this piece.

9 Lotus logo overlay - apply this on top of #8

10  Used in Great Britain and Canada. The top of this name-
plate lined up with the top of the Team Lotus type com-
pletely covering the pinstripe in front of “Team Lotus”. A 
black-type version of this was used in Germany 

11 Used in Great Britain and Canada. Positioned differently 
from #10, it was positioned just above the pinstripe in 
front of “Team Lotus”, sitting just a bit in front of the 
windscreen. A black type version of this was used in Ger-
many.

12 Used in Mexico, on the upper/side nose of the car, slightly 
touching the nose roundel

13 Used in Mexico, on the upper/side nose of the car, slightly 
touching the nose roundel

14 Used in South Africa 1968, above the front suspenion 
mounting point, runs along side the yellow stripe with a 
slight separation of green showing.

15 Used in South Africa 1968, above the front suspenion 
mounting point, runs along side the yellow stripe with a 
slight separation of green showing.

16 Used in the United States, on the side of the nose.

17 Used in the United States, on the side of the nose.

18 Shell logo underlay - used in South Africa 1968 on the 
nose, directly behind decal #20. Apply the red and white 
square	first,	then	apply	decal	19	over	the	white	area,	
then apply the “shell” and shell detail on top of #19.

19 Shell logo overlay - apply on the white area of ##18.

20  Used in Canada on the side of the nose, slightly below and 
in front of the number roundel. Used in South Africa 1968 
leading edge of the nose behind the yellow stripe.

21 Used in South Africa 1968, directly under “Team Lotus”

22 Used in Mexico on both cars, directly under “Team Lotus”

23 Used in Canada on #4 only - on the leading edge of the 
nose just behind the yellow stripe, directly in front of #20
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Number usage: 

3: Jim Clark - Germany and Canada, 

4: Graham Hill - Germany and Canada; Jim Clark - South Africa 1968

5: Jim Clark - Holland, Britain, US, Mexico (white side numbers in Mexico); Graham Hill  -1968 South Africa 

6: Graham Hill - Holland, Britain, US, and Mexico; Clark - France

7: Graham Hill - France

20: Jim Clark, Italy

21: Jim Clark - Belgium

22: Graham Hill - Belgium, Italy

The above image illustrates the basic layout of the Lotus 49 sheet and the different markings  you may see on your sheet 
depending	on	what	race	configuration	you	have	selected.	The	silk-screened	yellow	decals	are	designed	to	be	applied	over	our	
base	decals	-	this	is	critical	for	the	color	to	show	up	properly!	-	details	below.		(on	the	1/12	scale	decals	the	“Team	Lotus”	side	
stripes can be applied wtih no underlay).


